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Avalanche structural rearrangements in cold dusty plasma liquids through cascaded coherent
excitations of heterogeneous multiscale thermal acoustic waves
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Microscopically, the cold liquid around freezing consists of crystalline ordered domains supporting thermally
excited acoustic wave turbulence. Whether and how the above uncertain multiscale waves can lead to uncertain
avalanche microstructure rearrangements in the form of multiscale clusters, and identifying their precursors, are
elusive fundamental issues. Here, using a cold quasi-two-dimensional dusty plasma liquid as a platform, we
experimentally address the above issues, especially the extreme avalanche activities, by correlating avalanche
dynamics with the spatiotemporal evolutions of local structural order, defects, and the local amplitudes and
phases of various wave modes. It is found that the preceding larger skeleton of poor structural order around
more and widely spread defects can facilitate the later sequential multiscale wave excitations from slow to fast
modes and their cascaded intermittent phase synchronizations for bond-breaking/reconnection and structural
rearrangements. It is the key for the onset, spreading with defect propagation, and termination of the large
avalanche cluster.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Avalanche activities excited by slow or stochastic drives
widely exist in various nonlinearly coupled complex sys-
tems. Solid or glass cracking [1–4], seismic activities [5–7],
epidemic spreading [8], power blackouts [9,10], and excita-
tions in chemical reaction diffusion systems [11] are good
examples. Through the interplay of perturbation and mutual
coupling, avalanche activities can uncertainly occur, spread,
and terminate, in the form of clusters with a power-law
size distribution in the spatiotemporal space, over a certain
range of perturbation strength, before the outbreak perco-
lating transition [8,12–14]. Unraveling the generic behavior
of the generation and spatiotemporal spreading of avalanche
activities—especially the extreme activities with cluster sizes
at the power-law distribution tail [8,14]—and identifying their
precursors are open important issues.

Microscopically, the cold, supercooled, or glass forming
liquids around freezing are strongly coupled complex systems
exhibiting structural and dynamical heterogeneities. The com-
petition between the strong mutual interaction under solid-like
dense packing and weak thermal agitations leads to the for-
mation of crystalline ordered domains (CODs) with various
sizes and orientations, and defect clusters around their in-
terfaces [15–22]. Dynamically, particles alternatively exhibit
small-amplitude rattling in cages formed by their neighbor-
ing particles and avalanche like cooperative hopping after
accumulating sufficient constructive perturbation. The latter
in turn causes avalanche-like structural rearrangements (SRs)
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through changing nearest neighbors [17–19,22–27]. Recent
studies further demonstrated that, in the two-dimensional (2D)
cold liquid around freezing, a COD can be cracked and
healed through the thermally excited corotations of various
sized CODs [27]. It leads to SRs propagating with dislocation
defects along the strongly sheared strips between the inter-
faces of adjacent corotating CODs. Those SRs through bond
breaking/reconnection activities can be viewed as avalanche
activities [27,28].

Past studies on SRs for liquids around freezing mainly
focused on the casual correlation of local structural and
dynamical variables and the following single SR event for
identifying predictors for SRs [29]. For example, studies on
colloidal glass forming liquid found that local SR tends to oc-
cur at the local soft spot, identified through various structural
parameters, such as bond orientational orders [18], machine-
learning-based order [30,31], coarse grained local structural
orders [32,33]; or identified using various local dynamical
variables such as the short time average intensities of the
local fast cage rattling [26,34,35] and low-frequency oscil-
lations [36–39]. The amplitudes of the slow acoustic modes
obtained from normal mode analysis were found to be good
predictors for SRs [36–39]. However, the physical origins of
the uncertain emergence, spread, and termination of avalanche
SRs are elusive.

In the cold liquid around freezing, CODs and surrounding
defects can facilitate and frustrate thermally excited longitu-
dinal and transverse acoustic waves (phonons), respectively,
because CODs can temporarily sustain shears [40]. Previous
studies also showed that wave excitations, especially the slow
modes, are correlated with the heterogeneous microstruc-
ture [39,41,42]. It was also demonstrated that those acoustic
waves exhibit heterogeneous self-similar coherent excitations
at different wave scales, in the form of clusters in the spa-
tiotemporal space [42].
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Namely, the heterogeneous microstructure (CODs with
various orientations and surrounding defects) affects particle
mutual interaction, and consequently the heterogeneous ex-
citation, propagation, scattering, and coupling of thermally
excited multiscale acoustic waves. The superposition of multi-
scale waves in turn determines individual particle motions and
positions, and consequently the evolutions of CODs, defects
excitation and propagation, and avalanche SR excitations.
It is thereby intriguing to unravel the following unexplored
issues: (a) how the wave modes at different scales are spa-
tiotemporally correlated with the structural and dynamical
heterogeneities, and how their interplay initiate the uncer-
tain SRs followed by their spreading associated with defect
propagations, and (b) whether precursors for avalanche SR
excitations, especially the extreme avalanche SRs, can be
identified from excitations of multiscale waves.

Here, using a quasi-2D dusty plasma liquid as a plat-
form, these issues are experimentally addressed. Through
MCEEMD (multidimensional complementary ensemble em-
pirical mode decomposition) [43–46], the relative transverse
displacements of pairs of adjacent particles are decomposed
into acoustic wave modes with different scales [42]. It is
found that avalanche SRs appear in the form of clusters in
the xyt space exhibiting power-law cluster size distributions.
The larger clusters have larger spatial and temporal spans
preceded by larger spatial spans of defects before the onsets
of avalanche SRs. A clear dynamical picture is constructed to
unify how the interplay of (a) the spatiotemporal evolutions
of defects, local and coarse structural order, and (b) cascaded
multiscale wave excitations from the slow to the fast modes
and their intermittent synchronization lead to the excitation,
spreading, and termination of avalanche SRs, especially the
extreme SRs in the spatiotemporal space.

MCEEMD is an empirically based method. Unlike con-
ventional Fourier type and instantaneous normal modes
analyses [36–39,41,42,47,48], MCEEMD can spontaneously
decompose the multiscale dynamical variable into modes at
different scales and extract the local instantaneous phases
and amplitudes of various modes for reconstructing their
spatiotemporal waveform evolutions. It has been success-
fully used in previous macro- to microscopic wave turbu-
lence studies [42,49–51], especially for identifying extreme
events [50,51].

The dusty plasma liquid can be formed by microm-
eter sized particles suspended in low pressure rf dis-
charge [17,21,22,27,28,42,47,48,52–57]. Particles are nega-
tively charged (∼104 e/particle) and interact through the
screened Coulomb interaction in the plasma. It is a good
experimental platform for investigating the generic dynam-
ical behavior of a Yukawa liquid at the microscopic level
through direct optical visualization of individual particle mo-
tions [17,21,22,27,28,42,47,48,52–59].

II. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

The experiment is conducted in a cylindrical symmetric rf
(radio frequency) low pressure dusty plasma system (see the
sketch of Fig. 1), as described in Refs. [27,42]. The weakly
ionized glow discharge (ne ∼ 109 cm−3) is generated in 260
mTorr Ar gas using a 14-MHz rf power system operated at

FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental system, reproduced from
Ref. [27].

1.7 W. The dusty plasma liquid formed by polystyrene parti-
cles (7 ± 0.4 μm in diameter) is confined by the sheath field
adjacent to the boundary of a hollow cylindrical trap (4.1 cm
inner diameter and 14 mm height) put on the center of the
bottom electrode. The estimated Debye length and the charges
on particles are in the orders of 10−1 mm and 104 e/particle,
respectively. The wake field effect of the downward ion wind
lines up dust particles into vertical chains [59]. Particles along
the same vertical chain hop together horizontally, without
vertical dust hopping. It makes the system a good quasi-2D
system with uniform averaged packing density distribution.
In this quasi-2D liquid, particle positions in the horizontal
(xy) plane, illuminated by a thin horizontal laser sheet, are
recorded at 30 Hz sampling rate by a CCD camera on top of
the system.

MCEEMD (multidimensional complementary ensemble
empirical mode decomposition), an empirical mode decom-
position method using the Hilbert-Huang transform [42–46],
is used for decomposing thermal acoustic waves into vari-
ous modes. Through the sifting process, Dα (t ) (the relative
transverse displacement) from the local particle pair α

in the xy plane is successively decomposed in terms of
an adaptively obtained, amplitude-frequency modulated os-
cillatory intrinsic mode function (IMF) with zero mean,
Dα,m(t ) (m = 1, 2, . . . , N), until reaching the mean trend
rα (t ). Namely, Dα (t ) = ∑N

m=1 Dα,m(t ) + rα (t ) and Dα,m(t ) =
aα,m(t ) cos φα,m(t ). In the sifting process of CEEMD, 200
complementary noise sets are added for avoiding the problems
of mode mixing and fake noisy fluctuations on the IMFs.
Twenty siftings are applied to otain each IMF. This complete
and nearly orthogonal reconstruction reveals temporal vari-
ations of the local amplitude aα,m and phase φα,m for Dα,m,
which can be spatially extended to all particle pairs in the xy
plane. More details of mode decomposition can be found in
the Supplemental Material of Ref. [42].

III. SPATIOTEMPORAL EVOLUTIONS OF STRUCTURAL
REARRANGEMENTS, DEFECTS, AND COD ROTATIONS

Figure 2(a) shows two typical snapshots of particle con-
figurations starting at two different times (3 and 21.6 s), and
subsequent particle trajectories over a 1.5 s interval. Here,
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FIG. 2. (a)–(c) Plots of dust particle trajectories color coded by |�6|, bond angle variation δθ over 1.5 s, and SR sites identified by the
variations of bond lengths and angles in a 1.5 s time interval, respectively. Particles are located at the vertices of the background grids. Squares
and triangles represent sevenfold and fivefold disclination defects, respectively. SR sites are color coded by their occurrence time δt from the
starting time of each plot. The arrows in (b) indicate the COD rotation direction. (d) Top panel: SR sites in the form of clusters in the xyt space,
color coded by the cluster size normalized by its mean, NSR/〈NSR〉. c is the lattice constant. The squared region is the same as those in (a) to
(c). The bottom panel shows the corresponding top view. (e) Probability distribution function of NSR (the number of SR sites of a cluster in the
xyt space) showing the power-law decay with scaling exponent −1.6. Clusters with NSR larger than 20〈NSR〉 (the mean cluster size) threshold,
as indicated by the gray line, are defined as extreme clusters. (f) Magnified plot of the extreme SR cluster from the bottom panel of (c). The
arrows show the examples of SR propagating directions.

particles are located at the vertices of the gray grids, color
coded by the magnitude of local bond orientational order
|�6| (= 1 and < 0.4 for perfect and defect sites, respec-
tively), as defined in Appendix A and Ref. [60]. Squares and
triangles represent seven- and fivefold disclination defects,
appearing in the form of clusters on the interface of CODs
with various sizes and orientations [21,22,27]. Figure 2(b)
shows the corresponding configurations color coded by the
bond angle variation, δθ , over the subsequent 1.5 s. Dy-
namically, particles exhibit stick-slip type cage rattling and
cooperative large-amplitude hopping. In Fig. 2(b), the patches
coded by lighter green and yellow manifest counterclockwise
and clockwise COD rotations (see the arrows indicating the
rotation directions), respectively.

The excitation of adjacent corotating CODs generates
strong shear strips (color coded by darker green and yellow)
on COD interfaces, along which the bonds between two adja-
cent CODs exhibit large bond length and angle variations. It

can lead to the breaking and reconnection of the lattice lines
crossing strong shear strips [27,28]. COD rotation ceases after
cracking/reconnection. Namely, these bond cracking-healing
sites can be viewed as SR sites, which coincide with the
locations of dislocation defects [28]. Figure 2(c) shows the SR
sites defined as the sites with bond angle variation greater than
0.25 rad and length variation greater than 15% in a 1 s interval
(here 1 s is the typical timescale for the abrupt bond angle and
length changes, color coded by the occurrence time δt from
the starting time of each exposure, to indicate the propagation
of SRs). The same threshold for identifying the SR site is used
throughout this work.

The top panel of Fig. 2(d) and Video S1 of the Supplemen-
tal Material further show SR clusters in the xyt space [61].
Here, neighboring SR sites are considered as connected sites
if their spatial and temporal separations are shorter than 1c and
0.3 s, respectively, to identify the SR cluster. The SR clusters
are color coded by single cluster size NSR (number of SR sites
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FIG. 3. (a) Left column: sequential snapshots zoomed up from the squared region in the top row of Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), in which the current
location of dislocation defects (i.e., 5–7 defect pairs), the SR sites, and bond angle variation over 1.5 s interval are coded using the scheme as
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c). Right column: the corresponding plots with dust trajectories and particle configuration color coded by |�6|. The blue
arrows normal to the bond connecting the five- and sevenfold disclination pair indicate the defect propagation direction along their Burgers
vectors. (b) Temporal evolutions of positions of the dislocation defect in (a), xdis/c, and relative transverse displacements Dα/c of particle pairs
A to C. The vertical gray lines indicate the times for the snapshots of (a). (c) Temporal evolutions of DA/c (relative transverse displacement of
pair A) and its decomposed results DA,m, for m = 1 to 7, with gray curves indicating the amplitude evolutions. The two orange bands indicate
the time intervals in which the fast rising parts of most of DA,m with large aAm synchronize, leading to the rapid increases of DA/c and the
defect slipping.

of a single cluster in the xyt space), normalized by the mean
single cluster size 〈NSR〉. The bottom gray box region is the
same region as the square box region of Fig. 2(c). The bottom
panel of Fig. 2(d) shows the corresponding top view image.
Note that, for better visualization of the large clusters, clusters
smaller than two SR sites are not shown.

The corotating large CODs can induce long strong shear
strip and dendritic SRs. The cracking of a large COD into
several small corotating CODs can induce denser SRs [27,28].
The probability distribution function of NSR shown in Fig. 2(e)
exhibits a power-law distribution with scaling exponent −1.6.
It manifests self-similar dynamical selection rules over dif-
ferent scales for avalanche activities [13,14,28]. We further
define the clusters with cluster size greater than 20〈NSR〉
[those in the tail of Fig. 2(e) beyond the above threshold
indicated by the gray line, i.e., the top 0.5% largest clusters]
as extreme avalanche clusters. Figure 2(f) shows the typical
extreme avalanche cluster in the xy space, corresponding to
the large cluster in the lower panel of Fig. 2(c), initiating
from different sites, labeled by red spheres. Here, SR sites are
color coded by their occurrence times. The arrows show the
examples of SR propagating directions.

Now let us focus on the details of the dynamical behaviors
of bond rotation, and SRs associated with defect propagation,

along the strong shear strip, which is the fundamental build-
ing block for the formation of dendritic SR branches of the
extreme SR excitations. The example in the left column of
Fig. 3(a) shows the sequential snapshots magnified from the
squared region in the top row of Figs. 2(a) to 2(c), in which the
current location of dislocation defects (i.e., 5–7 defect pairs),
the SR sites, and bond angle variation over subsequent 1.5 s
interval are coded using the same scheme as in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c). The right column of Fig. 3(a) shows the correspond-
ing plots of the particle configurations color coded by |�6|,
and the subsequent particle trajectories over 1.5 s. The blue
arrows indicate the defect propagating directions along their
Burgers vectors normal to the bonds connecting the five- and
sevenfold disclination pairs [62].

Figure 3(b) shows the temporal evolutions of xdis (the
dislocation defect position along the x axis) and DA to
DC of bonds A to C [the light blue bonds in the right
column of Fig. 3(a)]. Here, Dα is the relative transverse dis-
placement of the particles at the two ends of bond α, and
c is the mean interparticle distance. The center stage with
large change of Dα (about 0.7c to 1c), sandwiched between
the two stages with small amplitude fluctuations, indicates the
stick-slip nature of alternate small amplitude cage rattling and
strong bond rotation.
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As shown in Fig. 3(a), the counterclockwise corotations
of the two adjacent CODs induce the clockwise rotations of
bonds in the yellow shear strip. Along the strong shear strip,
bond rotation starts from A and propagates successively to-
ward the lower left corner, associated with the gradual drifting
of the adjacent COD rotation (see the gradual lower-left drift-
ing of the green region). It indicates that the adjacent CODs
do not rotate as rigid bodies. The successive strong rotations
of bonds cause successive SRs for the particles at each end of
the bond through changing its nearest neighbor number due to
rotation. It in turn causes SR propagation associated with the
propagation of the dislocation defect along the strong shear
strip in a stick-slip way, as shown in the staircase like curve of
xdis in Fig. 3(b).

For example, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the defect moves from
the locations of bond A to bonds B and C from 3.33 s to
3.46 s and 3.56 s, associated with the propagation of bond
rotation along the strong shear strip. However, the dislocation
defect sticks at bond C until t = 4 s. After 5 s, the viewing
zone exhibits a defect-free crystalline ordered structure (not
shown).

More examples showing the defect motion along shear
strips generating dendritic-like SRs branches can be found in
Appendix B.

IV. SUPERPOSITION OF LARGE AMPLITUDE
MULTISCALE WAVES AND THEIR PHASE

SYNCHRONIZATIONS LEADING TO UNCERTAIN
AVALANCHE STRUCTURAL REARRANGEMENTS

AND THEIR SPREADS

How does the superposition of multiscale transverse acous-
tic waves lead to the above cooperative motions and the
stick-slip bond rotation and SRs? To extract the wave, we
decompose the temporal evolution of Dα (t ) of a local bond
into amplitude-frequency modulated wave modes with zero
mean Dα,m(t ) through the sifting process in MCEEMD (see
Sec. II). Figure 3(c) shows the examples of the temporal
evolutions of DA and DA,m of modes 1 to 7 of bond A, with
the gray lines showing the evolutions of the amplitude aα,m.
As illustrated in the orange bands, synchronizations of the
strong rising parts of most DA,m with large aA,m (modes 7
to 3) are important for the formation of the large change of
DA in the time interval about 0.3 s. The desynchronization of
those slow modes with small aA,m leads to the small temporal
variation of DA in regions other than the orange bands. The
alternate intermittent synchronization and desynchronization
from 2.8 to 3.5 s lead to the alternate slipping and sticking of
DA variation. The fast modes 2 and 1 mainly contribute to cage
rattling (small amplitude wiggling of DA). The intermittent
synchronization also leads to the uncertain sticking time for
xdis.

Note that the large change of DA from 2.8 to 3.5 s is
preceded by the sequential rises of am from the slow modes
to the fast mode 3, and followed by the reverse process in
the two cage rattling stages with small DA fluctuations [see
Fig. 3(c)]. The right column of Fig. 3(a) also indicates that the
propagation of the poor structure region (red region) along
the strong shear strip precedes the propagations of dislocation
defect and SR. After the defect passes by, the structural order

of the trailing region gradually reforms. Namely, the local
structural order deterioration and slow mode amplitude rises
can be used as local precursors to warn of local SR.

The probability distribution functions of the phases and
amplitudes of various modes for different temporal change
rates of the local Dα in Fig. 8 further statistically manifest that
the larger aα,m and the better phase synchronization of various
modes are the keys leading to the larger change of Dα (larger
bond rotation rate) for the local SR (see Appendix C).

By extending the above sifting process of Dα (t ) to all
particle pairs, the spatiotemporal evolutions of all modes can
be obtained. Figure 4 shows SR sites represented by the balls
and the surrounding isophase surfaces with φm = 3π/2 (i.e.,
the phase for the fastest increase of Dm) for modes 3 to 6 in the
xyt space, color coded by normalized local wave amplitude
Am = am/am, for the region corresponding to the lower square
region of Fig. 2(d) (see Appendix A for the plotting method of
the isophase surface). Here am is the averaged amplitude over
all particle pairs and time of mode m. The positions of SRA

and SRC coincide with the positions of the defects located at
A and C in Fig. 3(a), respectively. Note that some isophase
surfaces which block the visualization of SRs in Fig. 4 are not
shown (see Appendix C for the more complete plots in Fig. 9,
and Supplemental Material Video S2 showing the isophase
surface from different angles [61]).

The isophase surface of each mode can be considered as the
coherent waveform of the large bond angle changes of each
mode in the xyt space. As shown in Fig. 4, the corrugated
isophase surface of each mode can intermittently emerge,
propagate, scatter, and annihilate in the xyt space [42]. The
amplitudes Am of the show modes show earlier rises. As those
intermittently emerged coherent waveforms with gradually in-
creasing amplitudes reach the neighborhoods of SR sites, the
synchronization of the large increase (or decrease) of local Dm

around �m = 1.5 (or 0.5π ) can lead to the large local change
of D, and consequently induce SRs and their propagation in
the xyt space.

V. STRUCTURAL AND DYNAMICAL PRECURSORS
FOR LARGE AVALANCHE SR CLUSTERS

What kinds of dynamical and structural information can
serve as the precursors of large avalanche SRs? We identify
clusters belonging to two different cluster size categories:
type I, NSR = 17〈NSR〉, and type II, NSR = 31〈NSR〉 (extreme
avalanche cluster). Here NSR is the number of SR sites of a
single cluster in the xyt space and 〈NSR〉 is the average of NSR

over all clusters. Figure 5(a) shows the waterfall plots of the
temporal evolutions of 〈Am〉c, the normalized amplitudes of
modes 1 to 7, and 〈ψ6〉c, averaged over all the sites in the
circled regions at time τ for the above two types of SR clusters
with different sizes. Here, the center of the circled region is
the spatial center of mass of all SR sites in the cluster, and the
circle radius is 5c, i.e., 1.25 times of the radius of gyration of
the spatial positions of all SR sites in a cluster, averaged over
all type II clusters. τ is the reset time with τ = 0 at the time for
the initial SR site of each cluster. Each horizontal gray dashed
line denotes 〈Am〉 = 1 (the mean amplitude over all sites in the
xyt space) for each mode.
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FIG. 4. SR sites represented by the balls color coded by the occurrence time t , and the surrounding isophase surfaces with φm = 3π/2 for
modes 3 to 6 in the xyt space, color coded by normalized local wave amplitude Am, for the region corresponding to the lower square region of
Fig. 2(d), in the xyt space. The positions of SRA and SRC correspond to the positions of the defects located at A and C in Fig. 3(a), respectively.

Figure 5(b) shows the plots of 〈Nd〉s and 〈Rd〉s versus NSR.
〈Nd〉s is the mean number of defects in the skeleton region
of SRs (i.e., the region 0.6c surrounding the projection of SR
sites of the entire cluster onto the xy space), averaged over
0.2 s before the SR cluster starting at τ = 0 s in the xyt space.
〈Rd〉s is the radius of gyrations of the above defects (i.e., the
root-mean-square radial distance of those defects). Figure 5(c)
shows the plots of 〈�tSR〉 and 〈RSR〉 versus NSR, where 〈�tSR〉
and 〈RSR〉 are the averaged temporal span and the spatial span
(radius of gyration of SR sites in the xyt space) of SR clusters
with size NSR in the xyt space.

Figure 5(a) shows that the SR cluster is preceded by the
sequential rises of the amplitudes of the slow to the fast

modes, associated with deteriorating 〈ψ6〉c. The above tempo-
ral changes are stronger for the larger cluster. The monotonic
power-law increases of 〈Nd〉s and 〈Rd〉s with increasing NSR

in Fig. 5(b) indicate that the larger SR clusters are preceded
by a larger number of and more spread initial defects in the
skeleton region of the SR cluster. The above findings suggest
that those dynamical and structural variables can be identified
as precursors for extreme clusters.

Moreover, the power-law increases of 〈�t〉 and 〈RSR〉 in
Fig. 5(c) clearly indicate that the larger SR cluster in the xyt
space tends to have the longer temporal and larger spatial
spans, respectively. In Fig. 5(a), the amplitudes of all modes
reach their maxima at about the same time, τ ∼ 0.5〈�t〉 and

FIG. 5. (a) Waterfall plots of the temporal evolutions of 〈Am〉c of modes 1 to 7, and 〈ψ6〉c, averaged over all the sites in the circled regions
at time τ for the type I and type II clusters. Here, the center of the circled region is the spatial center of mass of all the SR sites in the cluster,
and the circle radius is 5c, i.e. 1.25 times of the radius of gyration of the spatial positions of all SR sites in single type II clusters, averaged over
all type II clusters. (b) Plots of 〈Nd〉s and 〈Rd〉s vs NSR. 〈Nd〉s is the mean number of defects in the skeleton region of the SR cluster (i.e., the
region 0.6c surrounding projection of SR sites of the entire cluster onto the xy space), averaged over 0.2 s before the SR cluster starting at τ =
0 s in the xyt space. 〈Rd〉s is the radius of gyrations of the above defects (i.e., the root-mean-square radial distance of those defects). (c) Plots
of 〈�tSR〉 and 〈RSR〉 vs NSR, where 〈�tSR〉 and 〈RSR〉 are the averaged temporal span and spatial span (radius of gyration of SR sites in the xyt
space) of SR clusters with size NSR in the xyt space.
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then gradually decrease. Namely, the larger temporal span
with the larger SR cluster causes the rightward shifts of the
peaks in Fig. 5(a). Comparing with other modes, the largest
peak height of mode 5 implies its largest contribution for the
avalanche activities. The sudden onsets with smaller rise of
〈Am〉c of faster modes 3 to 1 right before τ = 0 s manifest
their minor roles for triggering bond breaking and avalanche
SRs. The peak heights for the 〈Am〉c curves of all modes in
Fig. 5(a) of the extreme clusters are larger than those of the
smaller clusters.

Now we can construct a clear dynamical picture for
avalanche SRs, especially for extreme avalanche SRs. Before
avalanche SRs, the SR skeleton region has worse structural
order. The poor particle interlocking in this region is more
vulnerable to thermally induced shear oscillations along the
Burgers vector direction of the defect, especially for the slow
modes since they cost lower energy due to their larger spa-
tiotemporal scales. The increasing amplitudes of slow modes
with time further deteriorate structural order, and facilitate the
excitations of faster modes which cause higher energies. As
the amplitudes of the slow to fast modes sequentially increase,
the superposition of those modes due to their phase synchro-
nization can cause severe bond rotation and stretching, and
trigger SRs through bond-breaking/reconnection. Associated
with the intermittent phase synchronization of different modes
of propagating transverse waves with large amplitudes, SRs
can propagate with defects to other regions through cascaded
bond-breaking/reconnection along the strong shear direction
in a stick-slip way, once avalanche SRs start from certain
defect sites.

Namely, the above process provides a feedback be-
tween evolutions of structures and multiscale dynamics
for deteriorating structural order, facilitating wave excita-
tions and defect propagations through shear induced bond-
breaking/reconnection, and SR spreads. After avalanche SR
ceases, defect generation and motion all stop, accompanying
the gradual healing of the poor structural order, and the se-
quential decays of the amplitudes of fast to the slow modes.

Note that, as shown in Fig. 5(b), the larger 〈Nd〉s and 〈Rd〉s

for the larger SR clusters indicate that, before SR avalanche,
the poor structural order around initial more spread defects
with larger number in the SR skeleton region facilitates the
stronger excitations for multiscale shear waves. It causes
cascaded bond-breakings/reconnections, leading to the larger
avalanche SRs propagating along the skeleton. It is the key for
inducing extreme avalanche SR activities.

VI. EXAMPLE ILLUSTRATING THE SPATIOTEMPORAL
EVOLUTIONS OF THE EXTREME AVALANCHE

STRUCTURAL REARRANGEMENTS, STRUCTURAL
ORDER, AND AMPLITUDES OF DIFFERENT

SCALE MODES

The above dynamical picture for the extreme avalanche
cluster can be further illustrated by the example showing the
sequential images of particle configuration, color coded by
|�6| and normalized amplitudes Am with m = 2, 5, and 6,
in the left column and the right three columns of Fig. 6,
respectively. In the top row of Fig. 6 (τ = −3 s), the locations
of SR sites in the entire extreme avalanche SR cluster [the

same cluster as that of Fig. 2(f)], starting from τ = 0 s and
ending at τ = 1.5 s, are labeled by green spheres to show
their correlations with the earlier spatial distributions of |�6|
and Am, respectively. In the bottom three rows, the onset and
spreading of SR sites of this extreme avalanche cluster are
illustrated by the spheres color coded by the occurrence time
δt from the time of each row. The SR sites belonging to other
smaller SR clusters associated with the emergences of defects
in the skeleton region of poor structural order over the above
5.5 s interval (e.g., in the three circle regions of the upper left
panel of Fig. 6) are not plotted.

At first glance, the regions of low |�6| and regions with
large Am heterogeneously appear in the form of clusters and
change with time. The above two types of regions are spatially
and temporally correlated, with the stronger correlation for the
slower modes. This is also supported by our previous findings
through measuring the correlation probability between local
|�6| and local Am [42].

Even at τ = −3 s, the skeleton region with low |�6|, where
A5 and A6 are also large, partially coincides with the skeleton
of the extreme avalanche SR cluster starting at τ = 0 s. From
−3 to 0 s, the structural order gradually evolves associated
with the increasing overlap between the above two skeleton
regions. It manifests the precursor roles played by |�6|, A5,
and A6 for the later avalanche SRs. As shown in the bottom
three rows, SRs initiated at different widely spread regions
from τ = 0 s rapidly spread and form a large avalanche clus-
ter. The propagation of the SRs is led by the propagation of
structure deteriorating front [also see the example in the right
column of Fig. 3(a)] associated with the spreading of high Am

regions of the slow modes. Although there are many regions
with poor structural order and large Am of various modes at τ

= 0 s, the phase synchronizations of various mode at limited
spots (indicated by blue spheres) are the key to determine the
special sites for the initiations of the extreme SR cluster.

The extreme avalanche SR cluster ends at τ = 1.5 s without
new SR generations for a while. As shown in the last row of
Fig. 6, the structural order around the extreme SR skeleton
region for the earlier occurrence of SRs (e.g., the second
quadrant region) becomes better, associated with drastically
reduced Am of the slower modes. However, the regions around
the region in the later stage of the extreme avalanche SR
cluster is still not fully reformed and still can support large
Am.

The above findings again manifest that SR spreading, led
by the structural order deterioration associated with increasing
amplitudes of slow modes, is followed by the reverse process,
as also demonstrated in Figs. 3(a) and 5(a).

VII. COMPARISON WITH SR RELATED FINDINGS
IN OTHER WORKS

The recent studies of the 2D glassy state of binary mix-
tures and cold dusty plasma liquids demonstrate that the
local or coarse-grained structural order information can be
used as a short-time predictor for the subsequent local
SRs [21,29,32,33]. The experimental studies using normal
mode analysis in colloidal glass showed that low fre-
quency quasilocalized phonon modes, modes representing
low frequency barriers for SR, are correlated with local
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FIG. 6. Sequential images of particle configuration, color coded by |�6| (left column) and Am (right three columns) with m = 2, 5, and 6,
respectively. The green spheres in the plots at τ = −3 s denote SR sites in the entire extreme avalanche SR cluster shown in Fig. 2(f). The SR
sites not belonging to the extreme SR clusters are not shown (e.g., in the three circled regions). In the bottom three rows, spheres denoting SR
sites of the extreme cluster are color coded by δt , the occurrence time of SR starting from the time of each panel.

SRs [36–39,41,42]. Other numerical studies in 2D super-
cooled and glass forming liquid showed that soft spots
identified by the intensity of fast (high frequency) rattling
provide an excellent predictor for the long-time displacement
leading to cage jump and SR [26,34,35]. The spatial extent
of the avalanches is strongly correlated with the extent of the
spatial regions of large short-time fluctuation [26,34,35]. Nev-
ertheless, in addition to demonstrating consistent results with
the above findings, our study further provides a clear picture
to unify how the interplay of the spatiotemporal evolutions
of defects, local and coarse structural order, and cascaded
multiscale wave excitations from the slow to the fast modes
and their synchronization lead to the excitation, spreading,
and termination of avalanche SRs, especially the extreme SRs
in the spatiotemporal space.

Note that, for the cold liquid down to the discrete kinetic
level, the interplay of stochastic thermal agitation and mutual
interaction is the key determining the generic behaviors of
correlations among microstructure, motion, and topological
rearrangement, regardless of the differences of detailed in-
teraction forms. Therefore, although dusty plasma liquid is
a Yukawa liquid, our study demonstrates consistent results
with the previous findings using various local structural and

dynamical variables as precursors for the subsequent SRs in
other cold and glassy liquids. It is interesting to test whether
our unified picture of how multiscale acoustic wave exci-
tations lead to avalanche structural rearrangements can be
extended to other cold or glassy liquids.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, using a quasi-2D cold dusty plasma liquid
around freezing as a platform, we experimentally unravel how
the multiscale thermal acoustic wave excitations lead to local
SRs and avalanche SR activities, especially extreme avalanche
SR activities, and identify their precursors, through a method
based on empirical mode decomposition, which can extract
the local amplitudes and phases of various modes for their spa-
tiotemporal evolutions. The following key results are found.

(A) SRs appear in the form of avalanche clusters exhibit-
ing scale-free cluster size distribution in the xyt space. The
larger avalanche clusters are mainly composed of dendritic
SRs connected to more aggregated SRs, with larger spatial
and temporal spans. (B) The Burgers vector direction of
the dislocation defect determines the direction of the strong
shear strip between the two adjacent corotating CODs. The
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intermittent phase synchronization of propagating shear wave
modes with large amplitudes is the key for triggering and
sustaining the stick-slip propagation of SRs along the strong
shear strip, and forming dendritic SRs. (C) The regions of
poor structural order and regions with large wave amplitudes
heterogeneously appear in the form of clusters and changes
with time. The larger spatial scales of the slower modes
cause less strain energies. It facilitates the easier excitations
of slower modes in the region of poor structural order, which
deteriorates local structural order and in turn facilitates lo-
cal faster mode excitations. (D) The sequential rises of the
amplitudes of waves from the slow to the fast modes with
deteriorating structural order through the dynamical feedback
in (C), and the intermittent spatiotemporal synchronization
of all modes, are the keys for the onset and propagation of
SRs in large SR clusters, along the preceding large skeleton
of poor structural order. (E) After the gradual release of the
local strain energy through SR spreading, the wave amplitudes
sequentially decrease from the faster modes to the slower
modes. (F) The earlier and stronger rises of coarse-grained
amplitudes from the slow to the fast modes and the larger
preceded skeleton of poor structural order around more and
widely spread defects can be used as precursors for warning
extreme avalanche SRs.

Dusty plasma liquid is a good platform to mimic and under-
stand many generic features of liquids at the discrete kinetic
level. This study provides a clear picture to unify how the
interplay of the spatiotemporal evolutions of defects, local and
coarse-grained structural order, and cascaded multiscale wave
excitations and their phase synchronization lead to the excita-
tion, spreading, and termination of avalanche SRs, especially
extreme SRs in the spatiotemporal space. It aids understand-
ing and opens a new window to study the avalanche SRs and

identify their precursors in various cold and glass-forming
liquids or glasses.
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APPENDIX A: BOND ORIENTAIONAL ORDER
AND ISOPHASE SURFACE PLOTTING

The Bond-orientational order �6 is defined as �6(ri) =
1
Ni

∑
i exp(i6θi, j ), where θi, j is the angle of the vector from

the particle at ri to its jth nearest neighbor, and Ni is
the number of the nearest neighbors [61]. |�6| = 1 at the
perfect sixfold lattice sites and < 0.4 for the defect sites,
respectively.

To plot the isophase surface, Aα,m(t ) and φα,m(t ) from
Dα,m(t ) for each adjacent particle pair α in the xy plane at
time t are first measured, and assigned as the Am(t ) and
φm(t ) at the center position of each pair, respectively. Through
triangulation-based cubic interpolation, Am(x, t ) and φm(x, t )
over the entire xy space can be obtained, and the isophase
surfaces color coded by Am in the xyt space can be plotted.

APPENDIX B: STRUCTURAL REARRANGEMENTS
AND DEFECT MOTIONS ALONG SHEAR STRIPS

WITH 120◦ ANGLE DIFFERENCE

The three panels of Fig. 7(a) are plotted in the same ways
as those of Figs. 2(a) to 2(c). It shows another example at
different time t = 4 s, illustrating the correlations of particle

FIG. 7. (a) Another example at time t = 4 s, using the same plotting ways as those of Figs. 2(a) to 2(c), to illustrate the correlations of
particle configuration, heterogeneous structural order, COD rotation, and avalanche SRs with various sizes. (b) Sequential snapshots from the
squared region of (a) showing an example of how the corotations of three adjacent CODs lead to the formation of the Y-shaped strong shear
skeleton, along which SRs propagate with defects.
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FIG. 8. (a) Histograms of the phases φm of modes 2 to 7 and
times for events with �Dα = 0.1c, 0.3c, and 0.5c (left column) and
�Dα = −0.1c, −0.3c, and −0.5c (right column). (b) Histograms of
am of modes 2 to 7 at times for events with |�Dα| = 0.1c, 0.3c,
and 0.5c. (c) Plots of σφm (the standard deviation of φm in the φm

histogram) vs �Dα . (d) Plots of 〈am〉 (average of am) vs �Dα .

configuration, heterogeneous structural order, COD rotation,
and avalanche SRs with various sizes. The sequential snap-
shots of Fig. 7(b) from the squared region of Fig. 7(a) give
an example of how the corotations of three adjacent CODs
lead to the formation of Y-shaped skeleton, along which SR
propagates with the defect for forming dendritic SR branches.
The red arrows denote defect (SR) propagating direction,
normal to the bond connecting the five- and the sevenfold
disclination defects. The excitation of the three corotation
CODs causes the formation of three connected strong shear
strips with 120◦ separation, along which the defect from site D

at 4 s propagates leftward. It then dissociates into two defects,
which further propagate along the left two shear strips, in a
stick-slip way and reach sites E and F at 5.1 s.

This dissociation from one to two dislocations is under
the conservation of Burgers vectors [28,61]. On the other
hand, the reverse process with two defects propagating along
two shear strips 120◦ apart and combining into one defect
can also occur, and the corresponding Burgers vector is con-
served [28,61]. It is also one of the causes for the formation
of the dendritic SR structure. Similar to the findings of the
2D cold liquid sheared by the weak external stress [28], if the
special directions of the final Burgers vector of the remaining
defects cannot allow their further reduction mainly through
recombination, the region can be ruptured and healed through
the excitation of very small CODs which lead to the formation
dense SR aggregations after defects propagate along dendritic
strips.

APPENDIX C: PHASE SYNCHRONIZATION
OF MULTISCALE WAVE MODES

As shown in Fig. 3(d), there are strong correlations be-
tween Dα , and the phases and the amplitudes of various wave
modes. The large rise of Dα which causes SR and defect
motion is associated with the synchronization of the strong
ascending (or rising) parts of the Dα,m of various modes.
To statistically support this observation, the left and right
columns of Fig. 8(a) show the probability distribution func-
tions of φm and am (the amplitude of mode m) of modes 2
to 7 at times for events with �Dα = 0.1c, 0.3c, and 0.5c,
and �Dα = −0.1c, −0.3c, and −0.5c, respectively. �Dα

is defined as �Dα = Dα (t + �t/2)Dα (t − �t/2), the change
of Dα over time interval �t = 0.3 s. Figure 8(b) shows the
probability distribution functions of am for |�Dα| = 0.1c,
0.3c, and 0.5c. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) further show the plots
of σφm (the standard deviation of φm) and 〈am〉 (the averaged
of am) versus |�Dα|, respectively.

Figure 8(a) indicates that with increasing �Dα and −�Dα ,
and increasing m for m > 2, φm of different modes tend to peak
around 3π/2 and π/2 (i.e., corresponding to the strongest
increasing and decreasing parts of Dα,m), respectively, and
the φm histogram becomes narrower, as also evidenced by
the plots of standard deviation σφm versus �Dα in Fig. 8(c).
Figure 8(b) indicates that the peaks of the probability

FIG. 9. The complete plots of isophase (φm = 3π/2) surfaces of modes 3 to 6, color coded by Am in the xyt space. The spheres are SR
sites color coded by their occurrence time t .
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distribution functions of am shift rightward with increasing
|�Dα| and increasing m, as also evidenced by the increasing
〈am〉 with increasing |�Dα| and m in Fig. 8(d). Namely, to
form a larger |�Dα|, the large amplitudes of all modes and
the stronger synchronization of modes with m > 2, especially
of the slower modes 4 to 6, are needed. The absence of phase
synchronization for mode 2 is due to our �t being longer

than the typical period of this mode. Note that the statistics of
mode 1 is not shown because our image frame rate is not high
enough to accurately resolve its phase. Figure 9 shows the
complete plots of isophase (φm = 3π/2) surfaces of modes
3 to 6, color coded by Am in the xyt space, corresponding to
the plots in Fig. 4. The spheres are SR sites color coded by
their occurrence time t .
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